Abstract #e are developing a compiler compiler. It takes as input the formal definition of a programming lanquage in Denotational Semantics and produces as output a fairly efficient compiler written in a systems programming language which in turn will produce code for a real machine. This wor:c ~ainly deals with the code qeneration parts.
9, ~mlro£m~LLon
According to the tradition of denotational/functional sementics(DS) of programming lanquaaes(PL), the meaning/referent of a program is a function from states to states of some underlying store. Compilers, on the other hand. generate code for some machlna given the program as input, t]n the face of it these enterprises -writing semantic equations in the Scott-Strachey style and compiler-writing -seem very different.
The former requires a certain degree of mathematical sophistication and the latter a certain competence as a system programmer.
Moreover, the end products of tha two enterprises appear to be differentl un the one hand the result is a precise mathematical description of the proqramminq language and on the other one ends up with a set of procedures which constitute a compiler for the language in question. 
For a detailed specification of the operators refer to Apendix A. After the analysis of the operator ~ we end up with the following procedural text:
emphasize that this is not a mathematical equation we enclose the new pr_Qcgdural-~ext within curly brackets.
The analysi~ of the operator ~2 will in fact produce two s~atements, and after uncurrying the assignment example will now look like: Before the analysis of continuations it will be translated into:
knowing what a continuation is, and being able to analyse the conte'<t in which it appears will be able to translate this text into:
1. A simple case study° TL: a Toy Language If .we now look at our domain definitions and equations we can see that there is no clear mathematical machinery to abstract our model at the diffe'rent times of declaration and invocation. The environment appears to be abstracting most of the objects above, but they are not structured in the same way: In the implementation of block structured languages it is reasonable to associate variables to "offsets" within the workspace of a procedure or block at compilation time. Locations are only allocated at execution time when a "base" is calculated for all the offsets of the local variables.
To overcome these problems we are going to modify the environment so that it precisely aostracts the model described above. The first four functions are qoing to be members of the environment while (V), the current continuation is still going to be passed as an explicit parameter to the valuations. ~<m,o>.p[[il/<m,p',o,~p,,v.{New<p,,BAS,p,,[i,|~O>=> ~i. {Assic/n iv o C~clp'" {p"RET} } } >] ) ) . There are two suoataqtial changes between the two semantics given for TL:
Further developmeqts. RTL: a Recursive Toy Lanquaqe
the structure of the environment is altered and the semantic function for boolean expressions has different functionality. As these are entirely separate issues we propose to split the proof into two parts so they don't become confused (which they could do as the environment is a parameter to the valuation (semantic function) for boolean expressions). 
Theorem : SDS is congruent with SDS(B).
Proof :
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